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MS DUDUZILE MYENI 

The Chairperson 

The Jacob Zuma Foundation 

P.O. Box 101577 Meerensee 3901 

EMAIL: dudumyeni28@icloud.com 

 

01 March 2021 

 

Dear Chairperson Myeni 

CONFIRMED MEETING: THURSDAY 04 MARCH 2021 

Thank you for our telephone discussion last night. This short confidential letter, based on our 

telephone discussion, primarily seeks to outline our understanding of the meeting with former 

President Jacob Zuma. While we appreciate the fluid nature of the said meeting, we believe it 

is essential to document the broad terms we have agreed upon. 

 

We agreed that the invitation, publicly tweeted from the account @DZumaSambudla is of a 

legal nature. The actual tweet is evidence of this. Although the said tweet, conveniently and 

understandably, may have drawn on the publicity generated by Mr Julius Malema’s request for 

a cup of tea with former President Zuma, we were pleased to hear you confirm that our meeting 

is not about a cup of tea. Our meeting, as the said tweet shows, is based on the hard evidence 

of our encounter with former Public Protector Thuli Madonsela and the South African Judiciary, 

currently headed by Chief Justice Mogoeng. 

  

In our telephone discussion I mentioned that 99% of our twenty-year experience, of violence, 

racism, trauma, and destitution, under an ANC led government, is captured on our website: 

www.fraud2001-019108-08.org.za  I also published my book in 2011:  

We look at White people and we think Oh! MY GOD!  

The TRUE story of two racist White men and The Apartheid Museum 
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We strongly urge a thorough study of our website, especially because most of our allegations 

against the Judiciary, Executive and Legislature have been placed under oath. Ms Myeni, given 

the specifics of the tweeted invitation, we believe that former President Zuma will be well served 

by having a legal representative join you in our meeting.  

  
BlackHouse Kollective Soweto, the NPO that accompanies me to the meeting, have been a 

pillar of strength and support for my family for the past eight years. Outside of myself, BHK is 

the ultimate repository of information on our case and my confidants who hold further 

information that I have not shared with anybody else. Their history and activism, like my own, 

is steeped in Black Consciousness and Pan-Afrikanism alone. My family, destitute as we are, 

remain indebted and grateful to BHK for their offer to assist. To this end BHK has secured the 

services of Advocate Sabelo Sibanda, who they introduced to me many years ago. Advocate 

Sibanda, through BHK, has provided invaluable assistance to us over these many years. I am 

therefore obliged to insist, as they do, that our meeting, unless and until by mutual agreement, 

is strictly confidential, no announcements, no photographs, and no recordings whatsoever. It 

is in this legal context that former President Zuma should be made aware of the fact that we 

have no objection whatsoever to meeting in the offices of his legal representatives. 

  
Ms Myeni, we trust that this broad outline, integrated with your response, will form the basis of 

our mutual terms of agreement on the meeting of Thursday 04 March 2021. 

 

Yours sincerely 

SENT BY EMAIL  

Mike Stainbank 

Founder: The Apartheid Museum® 

Founder: The Es’kia Institute 

*This letter, on request ,will be signed at our meeting.  

     


